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We Care Health Care

Why should you choose Maxim-LIS, Laboratory Information Management System over
Other LIS systems available in the market today, please find some unique facts.
Features
Less Maintenance
Connect multiple
branches easily.

Features available in Maxim Lis

Features available in Other
LIS Software
Maxim-LIS needs very little maintenance Maintenance is heavy.
cost. The maintenance is almost none.
Maxim-LIS allows you to operate through No centralized database
multiple branches connected to a central connectivity. All branches
server.
are separate.
Maxim-LIS is available anywhere, anytime.
You have to go to Laboratory
to access your software.

Access software
from anywhere,
anytime
Remote support
Maxim-LIS maintenance can be performed Lot of breakdowns, crashes,
system never allows remotely. Zero hrs. of downtime guaranteed.
operating system issues,
breakdown
virus problems and many
headache things, thus longer
downtime
is
absolutely
evident
Never Slows down,
Maxim-LIS is browser based software. It Traditional windows based
browser based
runs on type of browsers and all Operating software. Running through
software
system platforms.
desktop
applications.
Software needs to install on
every computer system.
Easily upgradable
Maxim-LIS Up gradation is easy and through Takes long time to upgrade
the web instantly.
software. The upgrade has
to be ported in each and
every computer. Imagine you
have multi computers, you
have to update in each and
every PC.
Plug and Play
Maxim-LIS is a plug and play system. It runs Limited
computers
System
on unlimited numbers of computers in LAN availability. If you need to
and WAN network. Just connect any increase computers, you will
computer and operate it.
have to call vendor, pay
extra charges, wait for up
gradation,
invest
huge
amount which is hidden
charges not known in
advance.
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Complete Database
driven

Quanta Billing
System

Integrated with all
depts. of Laboratory

Maxim-LIS is purely written in parameters Complete complex structure.
style. No hard coding anywhere. Customizing Hardcoded things which are
Maxim-LIS is very easy.
difficult to modify by user.
Every time you will be
dependent on vendor to
change things for you.
Maxim-LIS covers all types of billing, Cash, Limited
billing
system.
Credit, Insurance, and Corporate, billing Hardcoded billing patterns. If
system. Also Introducing new billing system you want to introduce new
is a breeze in Maxim-LIS.
billing pattern, contact the
software provider again and
again.
Maxim-LIS is fully interconnected software Interconnection is not known
with all depts. Information flows from one at all. Everywhere you will
dept to another in seamless way.
have to duplicate information
again and again. No single
entry and exit system found.

No papers,
complete EMR
record online

Maxim-LIS makes Laboratory paperless.
Complete
Electronic
Medical
Record
information is available instantly, Anywhere &
Anytime.

Patients can be
registered from any
location.

Maxim-LIS makes possible to register
patients from remote location. Local
congestion
can
be
avoided.
Get
preregistration done of patients before
arriving in a clinic.
Maxim-LIS is very easy to operate; any
novice user can operate it.

Ease of Use

Open collection
centers, franchisees
of your center
easily.
SMS alert facility

Maxim-LIS
allows
opening
unlimited
franchisee centers, branches easily.

Maxim-LIS generates SMS/email alerts for
immediate attention.
Doctors can access Maxim-LIS allows accessing patient records
patient records from from anywhere, anytime using internet
anywhere.
facility.

What is called as EMR is not
known to many LIS available
today in market. They just
provide you a small, tiny
billing system.
Cannot
register
patient
information from remote
location.
TLIS
most
important feature is missing
in other LIS software.
Very complex screens, you
will have to refer help files
again and again. Do not
understand what is actually
called as LIS.
Cannot connect multiple
branches with central server.

SMS/Email is not connected;
it has to be done separately.
Patient cannot see their
records online.
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MIS access from
anywhere

Maxim-LIS makes easy for you to travel and Other LIS cannot allow you
see progress of your center from anywhere, to connect from remote
anytime.
location. You have to be
dependent on others to send
you
progress
of
your
Laboratory.
Complete worry-free Maxim-LIS is an absolutely worry free Lot of problems, everyday
software.
software.
headache is found
Parameter driven
Maxim-LIS is User defined parameters Other LIS are generally
software.
Hardcoded, rigid software.
Interface enabled

Web Architecture

Standards Covered

Used by top
Laboratories &
Industries
Uses Microsoft
Technology

Driving Force

Maxim-LIS is Smart card interface enabled
Barcode interface enabled
RFID enabled
Biometric Fingerprint enabled
Fingerprint access control enabled.
Maxim-LIS is full browser based & web
enabled, 3-tier, N-tier architecture software.

These modern, advance
gadgets are not covered in
older LIS systems.

Windows
based
LIS
available everywhere. They
are client server based
systems, where lots of
limitations are found.
Maxim-LIS contains all types of International Many LIS have less or not
compliances like NABL, NABH, DICOM, ICD, any compliance covered.
HL7, HIPAA, CPT, and SNOMED.
They do not fully cover
International standards.
Maxim-LIS is used by top Laboratories in Not known
the World
Visit:
http://www.birlamedisoft.com/clients.html
Maxim-LIS uses top quality world leader Other they use free to use,
Microsoft
.net
technology.
Microsoft open source, which is not
technology is rugged & tested. It gives standard
technologies.
definite results and seldom puts anybody in These technologies are free;
trouble. It’s well supported by Microsoft who therefore support to them is
brings everyday some innovations in the IT unknown.
world.
Maxim-LIS is designed by experienced Many LIS are designed by
Doctor (Dr. Upma Birla, MS Gynecology) and trainee students / small time
highly experienced IT professional (Mr. programmers. They do not
Shrinivas Birla) minds.
understand
the
correct
meaning
of
healthcare
software writing.
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Software is ready to
evaluate

Report Writing

EMR designed by
full time Doctor.

Quanta
Presentations

Gadgets ready

Maxim-LIS is available on the Internet
anytime for the testing purpose. It’s available
at www.maxim-lis.com as a live demo. We
are talking about ‘We are Ready’ scenarios.
Maxim-LIS uses Crystal report that is
correct. Crystal report is world leader tool into
report designing. We always go for the best
in industry. Crystal report is a SAP owned
company today.
The full Maxim-LIS is designed by full time
dedicated Doctors, so you must be sure to
get the high quality EHR/EMR which is tested
by other doctors.
Because when a full time Doctor is involved
in the designing of a healthcare software, it is
bound to be the best
Maxim-LIS demonstrations/presentations
are always given by Qualified Medical
Professionals, who understand your exact
needs and ready to meet your requirements.
You do not waste your time in explaining your
requirements to them.

Others
are
showing
PowerPoint
presentations,
they are talking about “We
will make it” scenarios.
Others use local report writer
which is a locally developed
tool whose credibility is
unknown.
Most of the time Part time
doctors are hired for analysis
purpose, they are hired when
needed.

Presentations are given by
engineers & IT professionals,
who are not well conversant
with the medical field. You
have to break your head in
explaining your requirements
to them.
Maxim-LIS is ready with all types of Not known
gadgets connectivity.
- SMS
- Plastic Card Printing
- Barcode
- Fingerprint
- RFID
- Tablets
- Smart Phones
- Electronic Writing pads
You ask any connectivity, we are ready for
the same. We are ready to demonstrate all
features described above.

Download the Maxim LIS profile from the following URL
http://www.maxim-lis.com/Maxim-LIS-profile.pdf
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